Efficiency and the role of adaptation in klinokinesis.
Klinokinesis is a behavioral mechanism in which an organism moves toward or away from a stimulus source by altering its frequency of change of direction without biasing its turns with respect to the stimulus field. Computer simulation was used to study the efficiency of, and the effect of sensory adaptation on, this behavioral strategy. In modeling an organism with perfect performance (no error in determining the intensity of the stimulus and ability to move in perfectly straight lines) efficiency was about 70% without adaptation, and declined as the rate of adaptation increased. In contrast, models with non-perfect (noisy) performance were frequently able to double or triple their reduced efficiency by adapting to the stimulus intensity. Three types of noise that degraded performance were simulated: (1) intensity noise described random fluctuations in the intensity of the stimulus that were not associated with movement of the organism in the stimulus field; (2) motor noise described random fluctuations in the direction of locomotion as the organism moved along; (3) developmental noise described random differences between individuals in a constant tendency to turn to a certain degree as they moved forward. Adaptation had similar effects with any of the three types of noise. If a particular type of noise was strong enough to degrade performance significantly, then optimal performance occurred with an adaptation rate of about 0.2 per step.